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Month
April
2020

May
2020

Date Event
22
&
23

6&
7

Returning to the office | Two part session
Online Workshop | £395/ $499
A series of interactive, no-nonsense, science based on-line ‘think tank’
events designed to help members benchmark with other organisations,
understand what’s going on in other organisations and countries
and develop effective strategies. We’re keen to get to the best practices
uninfluenced by commercial interests of market.
Latest Research- Managing the agile workforce
Two part session | Online Workshop | £395/ $499
We’ve been working in the background with our friends at The Centre for
Evidence Based Management (wwww.cebma.com) to update our academic
research on ‘Managing the agile organisation’. We’ll reveal the results and
their implications and give your organisation access to the most reliable
and up to date research and implementation guidelines
on the planet.

20
&
21

June
2020

21

18

Two part session | Online Workshop | £395/ $499
A 2 part on-line Workshop that examines the impact of the Covid 19
outbreak on the role of Workplace Management and asks ‘What does
workplace management 2.0 look like and how do we get there?’.
What do we do next, and what are we currently doing?
| Leaders Forum | £250/ $299

The neuroscience of knowledge work | Two part session
Transition Group Workshop | £395/ $499
In the world of knowledge work, the human brain is the most important
tool we bring to work every day. This highly informative kick-off session will
provide expert explanation and insight into how the brain works, how to
maximize its performance and, subsequently, how this knowledge can be
used to design the ultimate workplace experience.

Cognitive fitness – research update
Online Workshop | £150/ $199
Join us for an update on our 2015 cognitive fitness research. The original
study identified 13 factors that are important in helping our brains to be at
their best. Having updated this research, we will share the findings.

August

August Break

September 9
2020

Introduction to the maturity assessment tool
Workplace management strategy workshop | £150/ $199
An introduction to the evolving discipline of Workplace Management,
the Workplace Management Framework and online Maturity Assessment
Tool for senior leaders, and an approach to using them to transition their
organisations to Workplace Management.

15

2030 Visions - Economy | Leaders Forum | £250/ $299
This session is part of our 2030 Visions program – where two speakers give
their predictions on key topics. This session will look at:

Building on our recent Working Away program, we’ll be running a 2 part
on-line workshop to support members in developing their own ‘Working
away’ programs. These workshops will cover policies, skills, technology,
infrastructure and on-going monitoring.

17 &

15 &
16

July
2020

Two part session | Online Workshop | £395/ $499

An opportunity for senior leaders from FM, HR, CRE and IT to come
together, discuss the challenges facing their organisations and benchmark
against others initiatives. A Chatham House rules discussion designed to
help those with strategic oversight in their organisations.

July
2020

Date Event

Developing a working away programme

AWI Workplace Management: Where do we go from here

25

Month

How the global economy will change between now and 2030

23 &
24

Working together to develop a workplace management
Strategy | Two part session | Transition Workshop | £395/ $499
Developing a workplace strategy is not a job for one discipline. We need
to work together – CRE, HR, IT, FM. This workshop explores ways to work
together to develop a holistic strategy rather than pursuing silo’d goals that
don’t focus on the workplace customer’s needs.

October
2020

5

The Latest AWI Research Update
Online Workshop | £150/ $199
Join as as we unpack the most recent AWI research and consider what it
means for our organisations, real estate, management and populations.

21 &
22

Managing complex multi-disciplinary workplace change Two
part session | Transition Group Workshop | £395/ $499
Changing workplace practices, behaviours and processes in today’s fast
paced business environment is a challenge for all organisations. This workshop looks at why change is so hard and what we can do through effective
change management to address the challenges – providing an update on
recently developed techniques.
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November
2020

18

Introduction to the maturity assessment tool
Workplace management strategy workshop | £150/ $199
An opportunity for those using the Maturity Assessment Tool to share experiences and what they’ve learned through using the process. Participants
will be able to swap results and learnings in a confidential setting, with the
opportunity to benchmark and identify best practice.

25 &
26

The employee as a workplace consume | Two part session

Month

Date Event

January
2021

27

8

Online Workshop | £150/ $199
Join as as we unpack the most recent AWI research and consider what it
means for our organisations, real estate, management and populations.

February
2021

10

An introduction to the evolving discipline of Workplace Management,
the Workplace Management Framework and online Maturity
Assessment Tool for senior leaders, and an approach to using them
to transition their organisations to Workplace Management.

16

This session is part of our 2030 Visions programme – where two speakers
give their predictions on key topics. This session will look at:
What organisations and their workforces will look like in 2030

2030 Visions - AI and Tech | Leaders Forum | £250/ $299

24

Online Workshop | £150/ $199

In 2019 we updated our research on knowledge worker productivity
and found that although there are still “Six Factors” you need to know
about, there are some new aspects of those areas that are worth
your attention.

March
2021

3&
4

Everyone talks about ‘research’ – but how can you differentiate between the
latest Vox pop opinion pieces and things you really need to pay attention
to in the workplace arena? This session will explain the “evidence based”
approach and how to keep yourself on the right side of opinion vs science.

January
2021

13 &
14

Managing workplace capacity in a virtual world
| Two part session | Transition Group Workshop | £395/ $499
Managing workplace performance management is a multi-faceted,
multi-dimensional task that is not for the faint of heart. To help leaders
maximize the performance of each individual and community within the
workplace, this dedicated session will explore the highly effective techniques
that can be used to accurately measure human and workplace productivity, efficiency and utilization.

The latest on knowledge worker productivity
Online Workshop | £150/ $199

The impact of AI and technology on the workplace and
workforce in 2030

Using science and evidence to make a difference in
workplace management

2030 Visions - Organisations and their workforces
Leaders Forum | £250/ $299

This session is part of our 2030 Visions programme – where
two speakers give their predictions on key topics. This session will
combine participants from the UK and New York to look at:

9

Introduction to the maturity assessment tool
Workplace management strategy workshop | £150/ $199

Transition Group Workshop | £395/ $499
As the battle to recruit and inspire the best talent rages, smart organisations
are beginning to think of employees as workplace “consumers” with the same
choices, rights and preferences as retail consumers. Considering workplace
consumers in this way forces us to think more deeply about their functional
and emotional needs and the diversity of our working population, so we
can provide services and experiences that satisfy those needs. This workshop
explores the skills, processes and techniques needed to manage relationships
with workplace consumers / clients and the interface with supply partners.

December
2020

The Latest AWI Research Update

Developing a culture of innovation in workplace
experience management | Two part session
Transition Group Workshop | £395/ $499
The improvement and ongoing management of workplace experiences
requires the creation of a cohesive community of people from all supply
chain partners and disciplines – working together. We look at the process
of innovation, the creation of the right culture, motivation and reward
structures to get people working together rather than working in silos.

April
2021

28

The science behind managing the agile workforce
Online Workshop | £150/ $199
A deep dive into the essential skills, attributes and practices required to
implement effective virtual / agile / activity-based working – revealed by
AWA’s research.

If you would like to know more about any event, please contact:
lcrompton@advanced-workplace.com
padams@advanced-workplace.com

